Although the personal collection, the art market, and the preservation of architecture differ in their compositions and operations, these contexts all position the Farnsworth House within a "system of objects," or a body of objects that together galvanize cultural, psychological, and experiential effects.' Upon entering these "systems" the Farnsworth House no longer functions as a housethat is, as architecture-hut instead, as a possession, and more specifically, as a collectible object performing within a personal or national collection of buildings, or within a market of collectible objects. The notion of a house as collectible object challenges conceptions of both architecture and the practice of collecting, engaging various issues, including spatiality, display, consumption, production, and function. The aim of this article however, is not to formulate a definition of the architectural collectible, but to uncover its mechanisms as a means of critical inquiry into the consequences of the ways in which value is invested in architecture, as well as the consequences of its consumption. Using the Farnsworth House as a case study, the primary subject of analysis will be its auction at Sotheby's, which situated the house within an ambiguous zone between aesthetic object and real estate. As its aesthetic and commodity values were reciprocally inflated, its functional value was increasingly de-emphasized, suggesting that the introduction of the Farnsworth House into the conflated realms of art collecting and real estate was predicated on the obfuscation of its function, and consequently, of its identity as an architectural object.
Perhaps from its very inception, the Farnsworth
House straddled a fine line between art object and functional house. When Edith Farnsworth , an unmarried Chicago nephrologist, decided to build a weekend residence for herself in the early 1940s, she recognized the opportunity to create a structure of aesthetic merit.^After researching current developments in modem architectural design and seeking recommendations for suitable architects, Rohe . Despite her initial aspirations and enthusiasm for a cutting-edge house, Edith Famsworth's well-known reception of the finished project proved that her faith in progressive design had subsided. From the infamous lawsuits between client and architect over construction fees, to her addition of insect screens (against Mies' wishes) as a result of the house's tendency to overheat in the summer, Famsworth's criticisms and frustrations have become intrinsic to the history of the house, but have also exposed its flaws.Â rchitectural enthusiasts enamored by the structural clarity of the house and its minimalist poetics have often reduced Famsworth's occupation to a gross misunderstanding of modem aesthetics. Functional problems and aesthetic judgments aside, what scholars and critics have deemed a "temple" or a "jewel" was for Edith Famsworth a house, if only for the simple fact that this is how she used it. For Edith Famsworth, the architectural commission was defined by needs that preceded any formal conception of the project.
Her desire for an avant-garde work of architectvire was, therefore, secondary to her desire for a weekend retreat. Her ownership of the house was always defined by its useor misuseand it was through its mis/use that it was incapable of claiming simultaneous Because the sale of the house was technically a real estate transaction, Sotheby's was obliged to offer it in a sale autonomous from the Important 20"' Century Design auction, but treated the Famsworth House as an adjunct lot to the latter. This was due in part to the fact that a real estate sale requires a set of legal procedures distinct from those of a sale of art or design objects.
A prospective bidder on a Josef Hoffmami chair, for example, could register with Sotheby's as a bidder on the day of the sale, and if successful, issue payment within seven days.' In comparison, participation as a bidder in the auction of the Famsworth House demanded a substantial amount of legal paperwork and financial commitment both prior and subsequent to the sale, in order to legally protect both Sotheby's and Palumbo. Auction participants were required to purchase a $250 Bidder's Package, which included "property descriptions, disclosures and required legal documents, terms and conditions of sale, buyer registration form, purchase and sale agreement, maps and surveys, insurance policies and title insurance." $4,500,000-6,000,000'= Stripped down to its material properties and its abridged history, the house, once denigrated as a "glass cage on stilts" in the American postwar press, and many times lauded as a "temple" by historians, became a relatively unassuming Lot #800 at auction, a disembodied set of qualities, spaces, and objects that paradoxically obscured and eviscerated the object that they sought to describe and represent as a unity.
The sale of the Famsworth House created not only a peculiar situation in terms of its cataloguing, but also within the actual space of Sotheby's New York premises, for as a building it was both figuratively and literallv out of place. In the days preceding the Important 20"' Century Design sale, the offered lots were exhibited in Sotheby's galleries as per customary practice. The exhibition displayed Lalique glassware, Wiener Werkstatte furniture, Christopher Dresser tableware, Isamu Noguchi furniture, and many other objects. These items were all present at the exhibition and available for inspection by prospective bidders.
However, for the Famsworth House, being both firmly bound to its site in Piano, Illinois, and itself of a scale large enough to accommodate many of its fellow sale objects, participation in this exhibition was physically impossible. To assert the house's presence in the galleries, Sotheby's commissioned a plexi-glass architectural model, which stood on a custom made pedestal, replete with legs in the form of I-beams to evoke Mies' architectural vocabulary. The model was displayed along with a photograph of the house in the exhibition and during the actual sale ( fig. 2) ." Further asserting the significance of the house, despite its absence, the thirty-three-page entry for the house in the Important 20"' Century Design catalogue was also reproduced by Sotheby's in a limited edition catalogue devoted solely to the Famsworth House ( fig. 3 ). While it is not uncommon for auction houses to issue special, independent catalogues for unique lots, the Famsworth catalogue was unusual in that it was strategically designed by Sotheby's marketing department as an object in its own right, with its own aesthetic qualities intended to mirror those of its subject. The catalogue's orientation was meant to echo the horizontality of 
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Mies' structure, and its plexi-glass cover and metal binding to evoke the architect's choice of materials."
Arguably an art object in and of itself -a rarity, crafted, designed, and with a price tag of $150the catalogue, like the model, functioned as a simulation of the house in an environment in which the house itself could not physically participate.
Sotheby's auction of Mies van der Rohe's Famsworth
House distinguished the house as more than just a piece of real estate by explicitly aligning it with the art objects offered at auction, and by conforming the house to the conventions of an art auction. But we must ask what is achieved by identifying a house, a place to inhabit, as a work of art? Does this identity crisis between art object and real estate perhaps reflect a division in cultural perceptions of architecture, revealing architecture's capacity to function as two different types of commodities? Does it suggest that there can be such a duality of perceptions towards a single work, or that a single work can simultaneously take on two different roles?
Let us further investigate the auction as a market for architecture by considering its participants and how, for Sotheby's, the potential owners could transform the house. Sotheby's did not have an existing roster of clients interested specifically in complete architectural works. Specialists in the auction house's 20"" Century Design Department therefore compiled a list of potential buyers, but rather than drawing from a list of regular 20"' Century Design clients, specialists drew from that of Sotheby's Contemporary Art clients. Acutely aware of the house's historical significance, the difficulties of its inhabitation, and the extensive care that it required, the specialists exclusively sought buyers who would recognize these properties and treat the house appropriately, and share an implicit understanding that its funcHonal aspects could be a potential threat to its value as a work of architecture.
The auction house pursued clients whom they believed would appreciate the Famsworth House the way they would a work of art, and therefore, for whom its function as a place of dwelling was not of primary concern, and equally who would not actually live in it. Ulhmately, Sotheby's was determined to find a buyer who was capable of caring for an architectural masterpiece, and the auction house therefore recognized the selective solicitation of bidders, the presentation of the Famsworth House as a collectible art object, and the attendant diminishment of its function, as ways to guarantee its preservation.'' In the context of the art market, the disparity between the Famsworth House's availability as a piece of property and its aesthetic, historical, and cultural significance relegated its practical function as a dwelling. This is particularly evident in the exhaustive catalogue entry for the house. The description for Lot #800 abstracts the functional aspects of the house, such as spaces for sleeping or eating, portraying them as part of its material composition. Complementing this description are numerous construction photographs, an essay, an interview with Palumbo, and quotes about the house from various members of the architectural community, from Zaha Hadid to Werner Blaser to Philip Johnson. This inflation of the house as a product of labor, an artifact of cultural and historical value, and an object esteemed by architects, eclipsed its status as a dwelling, projecting an alternate identity as a prize commodity whose value is finally articulated by the price tag that rather crudely concludes its catalogue entry. The perception of the house as a historical artifact motivated its ultimate joint purchase by the Friends of the Famsworth House, the Landmarks Preservation Council of Illinois, and the National Trust, with a winning bid of $6.7 million."* Under the authority and ownership of its new set of proprietors, the Famsworth House presently functions as a historic house museum within a national collection of buildings, ranging in scope from Abraham Lincoln's former residence to an eighteenth century synagogue to Frank Lloyd Wright's Robie House. Together, these works comprise a spectrum of buildings that serve to illustrate a national architectural legacy. Yet, what also encouraged preservationists to obtain the Famsworth House at auction was fear that an independent art collector might purchase the house, dismantle it, and reconstruct it on another site, extricating it from its original site and the cultural community of Illinois. Mistrustful of Sotheby's identification of the suitable qualities of the art collector as architectural consumer, preservationists recognized the vulnerability of the house at auctiona situation in which stewardship would be solely determined by the highest bid. They thus acted in strong recognition of the fact that the ownership, the acquisition, the very consumption of architecture had the potential to activate a drastic transformation of the Famsworth House. Ownership was something that transcended the price tag on the house, but at the same time, it was only through the price tag that ownership could be claimed. At the auction, preservationists were certainly complicit in this dual process of consumption and transformation, for historic preservation thrives on a market for architecture, consuming architech.iral objects and transforming them into cultural artifacts, and moreover, perpetuating a desire for those objects that give cultural history dimension. Perhaps as a result of such an architectural market, the distinction between the old and the new is increasingly blurred: while clients today may build their own new GeJiry's, a different type of client, inspired by the auction of the Famsworth House, recently attempted to sell an old Gehry at Sotheby's." Tlie concept of historical value becomes distorted as it is invested in an architectural object immediately after its realization, or even before its conception.
What this discussion of the Famsworth House's transformation has attempted to illustrate is the many ways in which architecture is desired and consequently, the many ways in which it is consumed. In the treatment of the Famsworth House as a collectible object, Palumbo, Sotheby's, and preservationists manipulated its status as an inhabitable house in order to assert their own convictions about the value of architecture. In the context of Palumbo's collection of modern houses, the Famsworth House participated in the creation of a private architectural dream world of dynamic proportion. In the arena of the art market, Sotheby's commodified the Famsworth House, marketing it to art collectors as an art object. Viewing the house's commercial availability as a threat to its authenticity and to cultural heritage, preservationists crusaded to acquire the house for a national collection of historic sites. The historic preservation of Mies' glass and steel "poem" initiated its inaction'" as a museum, preventing any deviant identities from surfacing in the future, and suppressing both its capacity to be possessed and the ephemerality of its function.
The Famsworth House has seamlessly transformed from weekend house, to personal collectible of modem architecture, to art commodity, to its present duality as public museum and historical artifact. Yet, throughout these changes the house has retained minimal vestiges of its mutations. Ironically, its most conspicuous signs of aging appeared in its youth during the occupation of Edith Famsworth. However, the dwelling marked by Edith Farnsworth's inhabitation is something quite different from the historic house museum, a building pristine and public only through its loi-inhabitation.
Its subsequent guardians -Palumbo, Sotheby's as its seller, and preservationistshave all sought to maintain an illusion of the house's eternal youth, presenting it as an original and eternal totality. It is as if the Famsworth House has aged in reverse through a repudiation of growth, development, and activity. It is as if the conHnuous consumption of the house has made it more authentic than it ever was beforeas if only by its constant commodified reinvention could it ever truly be itself. This paper was presented at the conference Aesthetics atid Consumer Cultttre at the Cleveland Institute of Art, 5-6 November 2004, and I am grateful for the invitation to discuss my research. I would also like to thank Mark Cousins and Diana Periton, both from the Architectural Association, London, who provided guidance during the completion of my research project, of which this arhcle represents a portion. Finally, Victoria Rodriguez-Thiessen, Assistant Vice President, Sotheby's 20"" Century Design Department, was an extremely valuable source, and I would like to thank her for her assistance.
